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Principal’s Foreword
This year, Fuchun Primary celebrates our 30th anniversary! To commemorate this special year, we honour the
contributions made by our pioneer educators. You would have read in the May’s edition of the Fuchun News of our visit
to our first Principal, Mrs Chan Lay Kheng’s residence. Mrs Chan urged us to continue to impart values to our pupils
so that they become responsible citizens. We were also honoured to have invited our ex-principals, Mrs Constance Yip
and Mrs Koh Ai Lay as well as our former vice-principal, Mrs Santhi Ravindran to join us for our staff dinner. It was an
opportunity for the staff to meet up with our pioneer leaders and thank them for their contributions to the school. It
was indeed an occasion that brought back fond memories for many of us.
Besides our pioneer educators, we also invited our ex-pupils to be the Guests-of-Honour for our school’s special
events - Fuchun Play Day, National Day cum Lower Primary Sports Day and Speech Day. Mr Edmund Lau, Mr Victor
Chang and Mdm Wu Danping were student leaders when they were in Fuchun Primary. They were exemplary in both
their conduct and studies, and certainly good role
models for our Fuchunians.
As 2015 draws to a close, we would like to thank
all our staff members, past and present for their
dedication in educating our pupils for the past 30
years. We would also like to show our appreciation
to our School Advisory Committee (SAC) and
parents for their continued support for the school.
True to our vision, may Fuchun Primary continue to
nurture pupils who will be concerned leaders and
lifelong learners. Ever Onward!
Mrs Yap Dai Jee

Fuchun Primary is my
second home, just like how it
has been for many others the
past 30 years. Thank you
teachers and friends for making
this journey a memorable one.
You have shaped me to be who I
am today and for that, I will
forever be grateful. May Fuchun
Primary continue to succeed the
next 30 years and beyond!
~ Nur Syafiqah Binte
Mohd Faridz, P6G
We have come very
far and I am certainly
proud to be a Fuchunian.
It is finally Fuchun
Primary's 30th birthday
and I wish that Fuchun
Primary can have the
biggest celebration ever!
~ Filia Lee Rui-er,
P3E

The past and present school leaders of Fuchun Primary School together with our
School Advisory Committee members: (from left) Mr Long, Mrs Constance Yip,
Mrs Koh Ai Lay, Mrs Yap, Mrs Susan Wong (Chairperson, SAC),
Mdm Irene Boey (Vice-chairperson, SAC), Mrs Ravindran and Mr Teo.

Over the years,
Fuchun Primary has done
much to contribute to the
society. I hope we will
continue to do so. Thank you,
Fuchun Primary for all that
you have done to achieve 30
great years. Happy 30th
anniversary and best wishes
for the school‛s continued
success in helping pupils
Fuchun Primary is
to be successful in life!
a place in the hearts of
many who have graduated.
~ Banusha d/o
Thank you, Fuchun Primary
Thangarajan, P6D
for nurturing me. I wish
Fuchun Primary will continue
to develop more Fuchunians
to be concerned leaders and
lifelong learners! Ever
Onward, Fuchun Primary!
~ Nicole Sim En Xi,
P5E
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School Vision: A Concerned Leader, A Lifelong Learner

Racial Harmony Week Celebration
Racial Harmony Week was commemorated from 13 July to 21 July 2015. The theme for this year is ‘Harmony in our Hands’
and it emphasises on the importance of our younger generation taking ownership of maintaining harmony in our society.
In our effort to celebrate the harmony that stems from our common values and aspirations, our pupils were involved in a
week-long celebration that included assembly talks, classroom and enrichment activities. The parent volunteers also set up
booths displaying information, costumes and accessories of the various ethnic dances. There were also demonstrations by
the parent volunteers on making simple dance props for the different ethnic groups. The inclusion of a photo booth where
pupils had the opportunity to wear different ethnic dance costumes and have their pictures taken was a hit among the pupils.
In addition, the Primary 4 pupils set up Traditional Games booths and demonstrated the art of playing Chap-teh, Congkak, Five
Stones and Pick-up Sticks to their
fellow schoolmates. Fuchunians
definitely had fun playing all these
traditional games! The week-long
celebration ended on a high note
with pupils and teachers donning
colourful traditional costumes on
Racial Harmony Day.

Our pupils dressed in their lovely ethnic costumes.

Our pupils eagerly learning to do
bunga manggar – a traditional
Malay
decorative item.

Look at our colourful costumes!

Our parent volunteer helping the pupils with the costumes.

P5 National Education Show
SG50 was indeed a special year for our Primary 5 pupils as they
had the opportunity to watch the National Education (NE) Show
to mark our nation’s 50th year of independence. This year, after
a long break, the national day parade moved back to the Padang
where the first parade took place in 1965. This was significant as we
reflected on how Singapore has changed over the years to develop
into a world class city. The pupils were excited about celebrating the
nation’s 50th birthday with their friends and teachers. The vibrant
and colourful processions as well as the beat and rhythm of the
National Day songs captivated the pupils. They also watched in awe
as the parachutists from the Singapore Armed Forces made a thrilling
display of skill. The parade which featured pioneer staff members of
the various military groups was indeed meaningful and the spirit of
patriotism was high amongst the spectators. The inspiring NE show
ended with a blast with its array of ecstatic fireworks display.

Majulah Singapura!

School Mission: To nurture a community of passionate learners who are leaders with sound character,
in partnership with stakeholders
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Our Golden Jubilee Celebration!
This year was a special year for Singapore as we celebrated 50
years of independence. Here at Fuchun, we celebrated the glory of
our nation through many interesting activities for the pupils prior
to National Day. With the theme “Majulah Singapura” in mind,
meaningful and exciting activities were crafted to instil a sense of
pride and belonging to the nation. In addition to SG50, Fuchun also
celebrates 30 years of providing quality education. In view of the
double celebrations, our former Head Prefect in 2003, Mr Victor
Chang who recently graduated from the prestigious Cambridge
University with a degree in Law (with Honours) was invited to be
the Guest of Honour to grace our Golden Jubilee celebration and
Lower Primary Games Day on 6 August 2015.
We started off with the solemn yet significant Observance
Ceremony that served to remind us of the struggles Singapore
had gone through to achieve the success, peace and prosperity
Singaporeans enjoy today. This was followed by mass singing of
National Day songs, fun-filled classroom activities for the upper
primary pupils and Lower Primary Games Day for the lower
primary pupils. The day ended with a concert featuring splendid
performances from various performing art CCA groups. It was
indeed a memorable SG50 celebration for one and all.

Our Brownies and Scouts marched past with the national flag.

Our pupils even brought along their props to soak in the
National Day atmosphere.

Our colourful and informative booth about Singapore’s history
at the library.

Chang
Our Guest of Honour, Mr Victor
ch.
spee
iring
insp
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g
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Our eyes followed the national flag as
it was being raised.
and skills.
Our P2 International Dancers showing off their talents

The nightingales of Fuchun belting out
National Day favourites.
The pride of Fuchun - Our Brass Band in action!
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The String Ensemble bringing soothing melodies to the audience.

A Fuchunian is a Concerned Leader who is Anchored in values: Has a positive influence on others through
role-modelling the school values.

Pass it well, team!
Determined
to skip all the way to
the end of the line!

Give it
all you’ve got!

I can do this!
Be confident!

Counting
on…one, two, three…

We did it! Victory!

Lower Prim
ary
Games Da
y
Let’s display our
team spirit!

Youth Celebrate!
70 of our Primary 6 pupils and 10 teachers were invited to grace
the Youth Celebrate! on 25 July 2015. It was a spectacular night
as there were mesmerising special effects, energetic performances
and even rare soccer matches between ex-national football players
such as Mr Fandi Ahmad and the promising youths.
Youth Celebrate! was jointly organised by the Ministry of Education
and the Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth to showcase
youth achievement in sports, uniformed groups and performing
arts. The official opening of the Singapore Sports Hub was also
woven into the Youth Celebrate! It was an amazing experience for
both the teachers and pupils.
Go Singapore!

A Fuchunian is a Concerned Leader who is Confident: Is certain of self, is open-minded and able to
challenge perspectives.
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P2 Talent Time!

Dragons can be a hefty problem … especially when they
come unannounced for lunch.

The insects in the garden eager to come out and play.

With the introduction of drama into our Primary 1 and 2 curriculums,
our pupils have many opportunities to explore new roles and stimulate
their creativity in problem solving. On 1 September 2015, the stage in
our school hall came alive with vibrant colours, spectacular costumes and
sing-along tunes when our Primary 2 pupils demonstrated their splendid
drama skills in their wonderful performances. Our budding actors
captivated the audience with the portrayal of characters from fairy tales,
animals from the woods like wombats and bears and even the appearance
of mythical creatures like dragons. We were even brought along for a
culinary adventure when our pupils ‘cooked up’ several pots of stews
during their performances. Kudos to all the pupils and teachers who have
put in so much effort in making this possible!
Drama, however, is more than just about putting up a good play. In the
process of learning and rehearsing, the children have developed strong
characters and acquired useful skills that will be useful to them even
beyond the stage. They have
been given a platform for
creative expression that
stretches their imagination.
They have also gained more
confidence, independence
and an awareness of speech
clarity; leading them to be
confident individuals. Through
this platform, we hope that
our pupils strive towards
being concerned leaders and
“Once upon a time…,” and the story teller was
lifelong learners.
interrupted by the fairy tale characters.

P1 and P2 Learning Journey to Science Centre
Early this year, our Primary 1 and 2 pupils went on a Learning Journey to the Science Centre. As part of the English
Department’s effort to integrate Information Communications Technology (ICT) into lessons, our pupils took on the role
of a photographer and documented the sights which they had seen through the use of iPads.
The chance to be photographers for a day delighted the pupils and many of them were seen ecstatically clicking away
on their electronic devices. When they returned to school, the pupils used the photographs which they had taken at the
Science Centre to create e-books with the application, Book Creator. It was an
enriching experience for the pupils and they enjoyed the learning process too!

We hope to visit the Science Cen
tre again!
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Enjoying the outdoor learning experiences.

Working on the iPad.

A Fuchunian is a Concerned Leader who Embraces diversity: Embraces social and cultural diversities.

P1 Chinese Language Camp
This year, we had an overwhelming response of 112 pupils participating in the Primary 1 Chinese Language Camp on
7 September 2015. This camp aims to cultivate pupils’ love for the Chinese Language and motivate them to learn the
language in a fun and engaging way. The pupils were engrossed in listening to the story “Sun Wu Kong San Jie Ba Jiao
San” 《孙悟空三借芭蕉伞》, as well as role-playing the different characters in the story. The pupils also learnt about
the importance of good mannerism from the story. Furthermore, pupils were exposed to the Chinese culture through
lantern-making. On the whole, the pupils had fun learning during the camp.

Dressing up in different characters during role-play.

Look at the beautiful lanterns we have made!

P4 Chinese Reading Workshop
The Mother Tongue Department organised the P4 Chinese Reading Workshop on 3 June 2015. During the workshop,
the teacher shared an exciting story “Cao Chuan Jie Jian”《草船借箭》. Through role play, pupils learnt about the
great chancellor named Zhuge Liang 诸葛亮 in the history of China. After the story-telling, pupils made boats and
designed posters.
In this workshop,
pupils gained a deeper
understanding of the
Chinese culture and
enhanced their ability
to speak and write.
Overall, the pupils felt
that the workshop
has been beneficial
and enriching.
Look at our creative hand-made boats!

Pupils participating actively in the activities.

Chinese Creative Writing Competition
The 21st National Primary Schools On-The-Spot Chinese Creative Essay
Writing Competition was held at Ang Mo Kio Primary School on 23 May
2015. This annual competition was jointly organised by the Singapore
Foochow Association and the Singapore Chinese Teachers’ Union.
A team of 12 Primary 4 to Primary 6 pupils represented the school in the
event. Despite facing strong competition, Chong Zhi Hui from P6E and
Ong Rou Jie from P4E managed to clinch the Consolation Prize in their
respective categories. Well done!
Ong Rou Jie and Chong Zhi Hui with their awards.

A Fuchunian is a Lifelong Learner who is Reflective: Thinks through one’s action in order to improve oneself.
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Wuxi Immersion Programme
A group of Primary 5 Higher Mother Tongue pupils participated in the Immersion Programme to Wuxi, China from 24 May
to 30 May 2015. This programme aims to enhance pupils’ educational experience as well as widen their global exposure
and cultural understanding of China. During the stay in Wuxi, pupils attended some lessons at Yangming Primary School
and Yuying Primary school. Besides participating in the schools’ activities, the pupils also visited places of interests in Wuxi,
Suzhou and Shanghai. The pupils found the programme educational and enjoyable.

Our group photo at Changi Airport before we depart!

Clay-making in progress.

Learning through sharing from our Wuxi counterparts.

Our pupils eagerly learning how to create
a solar-powered car.
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A wonderful trip to the Shanghai Natural History Museum!

A Fuchunian is a Lifelong Learner who is Actively sharing: Learns through sharing one’s skills and
knowledge with others.

Fuchunians excel in the Trinity College
Certification Examinations

The representatives of the Performing Arts Groups posing with the certificates
that were presented to them by our Principal.

Our Performing Arts Groups (Brass Band,
Choir, String Ensemble and Guitar Ensemble)
took part in the Trinity College Certification
Examinations on 4 June 2015. This is the first
time our pupils are taking examinations under
the Trinity College London Examination Board,
as an initiative to give opportunities to a larger
group of pupils to grow and excel in their
areas of interest in the performing arts. We are
proud to announce that all our performing arts
groups have attained the Distinction grade in
this examination! Our pupils’ hard work has
certainly paid off!

Art Jam @ Fuchun
Art Jam allows pupils to showcase their
talents and share their love for music
with their friends. It also gives pupils a
chance to experience the excitement
of preparing for a performance as well
as the exhilaration of performing in
front of an audience at the Mini Stage
in school. The pupils commented
that the opportunities given to them
help to build up their confidence in
performing.

Class performance by one of the P6 classes.

Pupils enjoying the concert put up by their friends.

Lantern-making workshop at the Esplanade
35 of our Primary 4 pupils signed up for the lantern-making workshop conducted at the Esplanade Rehearsal Studios on
14 September 2015. The workshop aims to bridge art and culture. The pupils learnt about the background of paper lanterns
and applied paper-cutting skills which they have learnt in school.

Pupils actively engaged in the session.

Look at our lanterns!

A Fuchunian is a Lifelong Learner who is Continuously learning: Is passionate about learning.
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SG50 Doodle Challenge
SG50 Doodle Challenge is organised by 360 Education and
supported by the Singapore 50 Celebration Fund. The main
focus of this project is to get pupils to express their ideas of
icons of Singapore or about their lives in Singapore through
doodles. Our Primary 3 pupil, Goh Min Yan clinched the first
prize in the Junior category. She was also the Champion of
the Tan Kah Kee NE Art Challenge 2014 Category A last year.
Congratulations Min Yan, on your ever onward journey in the
visual arts scene!

Goh Min Yan’s art piece in the Junior category of SG50 Doodle Challenge.

Anti-Drug Art Competition
The nation-wide Anti-Drug Art Competition organised by the Central Narcotics
Bureau is held in conjunction with the Anti-Drug Abuse Campaign 2015. The art
competition takes on the theme, “Unity is Strength. Let Us Stand Against Drugs”.
Our Fuchunians participated in the Junior Category and one of our pupils achieved
the Second Award. In addition, four other pupils attained the Commendation
Award. Let’s enjoy their award-winning art pieces!
Second Award

Goh Min Xuan, P1A

Commendation Awards

Kuik Shuting Jovianne, P5E

Nayli Kamilia Kaisah Binte
Reza Ali, P4A
Goh Min Yan, P3E

Liew Minru, P5E

Think Contemporary Exhibition

Our Principal,Vice Principal (Acad) and teachers went down to SAM to show their
support to the three pupils who participated in the exhibition.
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This year, our school participated in the Think
Contemporary Exhibition 2015 held at the Singapore Art
Museum (SAM) after embarking on a learning journey to
SAM. The Primary 4 pupils went on a learning journey
early this year to look at a series of artworks created by
local artists and specially conceptualised to commemorate
Singapore’s 50th birthday. The pupils reflected on their
learning experiences and created a set of five photo
collages which depict their collective thoughts on
relationships with their families and social circle in
Singapore which they call home.

A Fuchunian is a Lifelong Learner who is aEsthetically responding: Can “aesthetically respond” by critically
appreciating and creating art forms that are expressions of life.

Annual Science Olympiads
A team of Primary 5 pupils represented the school in two Science Olympiad competitions Raffles Science Olympiad (RSO) and Singapore Primary Science Olympiad (SPSO). The Olympiads
serve as platforms to expose our high progressing pupils to local Science competitions which
aim to extend pupils’ repertoire in the learning of Science concepts and provide the opportunity
for them to benchmark themselves and interact with like-minded contemporaries.
In the RSO, Andrei Tan achieved a Silver Award and Heng Keng Kai clinched a Bronze Award.
In the SPSO, Sonya Teo obtained the Silver Medal. Good job, Fuchunians!

Sonya Teo
Silver Medallist, SPSO

Participants for the Raffles Science Olympiad.

Participants for the Singapore Primary Science Olympiad.

Heng Keng Kai, Bronze Awardee &
Andrei Tan, Silver Awardee, RSO

Exploring Aquaponics!

Placing the seedlings into little holders.

Teamwork is critical in the process.

Ever wondered how fish waste can be put to good use? The Science Department had
recently converted part of the existing Hydroponics set-up into an Aquaponics area.
Aquaponics is a combination of Hydroponics and Aquaculture (rearing of fresh water
fish in a controlled environment). The waste from the fish is channelled to the crops.
This functions like a natural eco-system where the waste of one organism is recycled
to be fed to the next group of organisms. During planting, pupils paid attention to the
details such as how to place the bak choy seedlings into its little holders and when to
add nutrient solutions to the system. It was theory combined with hands-on activities
and pupils gained more knowledge in the key processes of plant survival through
experiential learning.
Some Primary 5 classes also tried their hands at planting kang kong using DIY (Do IT
Yourself) sets. Three weeks later, the pupils harvested their fruits of labour - fresh and
tall kang kong plants which they could take home to enjoy with their family.

An overview of our DIY set-up.

Pupils were having fun harvesting.

Ace the Race: The learning journey of staff and pupils is likened to taking part in a race and achieving their
best to reach their potential.
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Annual Mathlympics for All Singapore
Primary Schools
On 13 August 2015, a team of Primary 4 and 5 pupils took
part in the Annual Mathlympics which is organised by AngloChinese School (Independent) in collaboration with Learners’
Connections Pte Ltd. The main objective is to expose
participants to intellectually challenging questions in order to
stimulate their interest and ignite their passion in Mathematics.
Three of our pupils did well, qualifying for the final round. As
finalists, they would be striving for the Silver and Gold Awards
in the final round which would be held at the end of the year.
The three pupils who qualified for the final round:
Andrei Tan, Jovianne Kuik and Heng Keng Kai.

Asia Pacific Mathematical Olympiad
for Primary Schools
A team of Primary 6 pupils represented the school in the Asia
Pacific Mathematical Olympiad for Primary Schools (APMOPS)
held on 11 April 2015 at Hwa Chong Institution. This annual
event aims to generate greater interest in Mathematics among
pupils in primary schools and sharpen their problem-solving
skills. We are proud that three of our pupils achieved the Bronze
Award. Congratulations, Fuchunians!

The Bronze Awardees with their certificates.

Name

Award

Er Shan Yu

Bronze

Lim En Tian

Bronze

Muhammed Irfan B Mohamed Azhan

Bronze

Primary Mathematics Project Competition
The Primary Mathematics Project
Competition is jointly organised by
the Gifted Education Branch and
NUS High School of Mathematics
and Science. The objectives of the
competition are to encourage
pupils to carry out innovative
work in Mathematics and provide
opportunities for pupils to apply the
mathematical concepts they have
learnt. The team of Primary 5 pupils
achieved the Commendation Award
in the P5 Game Design category.
Well done, Fuchunians!
The Commendation Award winners:
Lau Wei Na and Chong Jia Ying.
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Our pupils sharing their game idea with
pupils from other schools.

Fuchun Values: Perseverance – does not give up when faced with challenges; is positive and able
to find ways to overcome challenges

Cooking with Math!
This year, the CCE Department collaborated with the Math Department
to explicitly tease out the elements of Math in the art of cooking. The
integration of Math in the revised Home Skills Programme provides
pupils with opportunities to experience authentic learning beyond
the classroom. Pupils are able to learn Mathematical concepts such as
fractions through cooking activities. The experience of learning thus
becomes more meaningful and holistic in nature as pupils do not learn
subjects in isolation. Instead, pupils are exposed to real-life situations
whereby they can apply their learning and teachers play the role of
facilitators to promote a pupil-centred learning environment.
Look at our wonderful creations!

Let’s have a glance of what goes on during the Primary 2 Home Skills
Programme!

The teachers conducting the Cheese-roll making class.

Cutting one whole into three
equal parts.

We managed to cut the Cheese-roll
into equal parts!

The Primary 2 pupils at their work stations preparing and
dividing the Cheese-rolls among themselves.

Pupils applying what they have learnt after the Cheese-roll
making session.

Primary 6 Motivational Talk
On 21 May 2015, an ex-pupil, Ms Felicia Phua, returned to Fuchun
Primary; not just to visit the teachers who had taught her from 2001
to 2006 but to also contribute back to the school which had made a
difference to her primary education. Ms Phua who is a second year
undergraduate at the Nanyang Technological University conducted a
motivational talk for the graduating pupils. She shared with the pupils
examination strategies, time management skills and study tips to help
them cope with the upcoming examinations. The pupils gave very
positive feedback pertaining to the talk and shared that they had
benefitted greatly from the session. Ms Phua’s rich sharing has indeed
inspired our pupils to strive on to achieve their goals.
Ms Phua sharing her experiences when she was a pupil in
Fuchun Primary.

Fuchun Values: Responsibility – has a duty to self, family and society; carries out duties with commitment
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Primary School Experience
On 7 July 2015, pupils from three kindergartens were invited
to our school for the Primary School Experience. For the first
time, the young children had an opportunity to experience
what primary school learning environment was like. They sat
in for lessons, had a feel of buying food during recess and also
went on a tour around the school. Our student leaders took
the lead to guide the young pupils around, exhibiting their
leadership qualities and showing care for the young ones.
Our student leaders in action!

P1 Sports Education Programme:
Inline Skating
All eyes on me!

Geared up and
ready!

I can skate on
my own!

159 of our
Primary 1
pupils part
icipated in
the Inline S
k
Course held ating
in school.

I refuse to fall!

P4 Sports Education Programme:
Bowling
Learning the
bowling posture.

80 of our
Primary 4 pupils
learnt the basics of
bowling at Orchid Bowl @
Orchid Country Club.
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All ready to bowl!

Fuchun Values: Care – acts with kindness; helps others

Teachers’ Day Celebration

The teachers gamely took up the challenge and danced along with
the parent volunteers.

On 3 September 2015, the school celebrated
Teachers’ Day. The pupils performed a variety
of items during the concert. This year, the
parent volunteers took us by surprise when
they performed a dance item dressed in our
school uniform. The concert concluded with
the teachers reciting the Teacher’s Pledge, once
again committing themselves to guide the young
Fuchunians and bring out the best in them.

Kampong Spirit Continues!
The Annual Staff Dinner was held at the Singapore Flyer on 3 September 2015. The
‘Kampong Spirit’ continues to foster a closer bond among our staff in our celebration
of Singapore’s Golden Jubilee and Fuchun Primary School 30th Anniversary. It was a
night filled with fun and laughter, complemented with a sumptuous dinner. The staff
bonded with one another by retaining the best from the past and bringing in the best
moments of joy and laughter of the present!
Our special thanks to our former school leaders, Mrs Constance Yip, Mrs Koh-Lim Ai
Lay and Mrs Santhi Ravindran, for gracing the occasion. We would also like to express
our heartfelt appreciation towards the School
Advisory Committee members for taking time
off their busy schedule to join us in this joyous
occasion.

Our yummy birthday cake!

Singing the birthday song together in four languages.

Safety is important.

The bond between the people and the leader will
never be broken!

Even the samsui woman is here!

Fuchun Values: Respect – values oneself; recognises the value in others

Let the Kampong spirit live

on!
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Relax, Revive and Rejuvenate
Amidst the SG50 celebrations across the island, the Staff Welfare Committee
initiated ‘Kampong Play’ sessions during Contact Time. We played traditional
games to unwind, refresh and revitalise. It was also a good opportunity for us to
bond with one another.
Need a perk-me-up? Try playing pick-up sticks!

Happy Retirement, Mdm Norsiah!
Our Learning Support Coordinator, Mdm Norsiah Bte Mohamed Tup retired after 27
years with the school, working hard and devoting herself to educating children for many
years. At a school assembly, a memory book filled with well-wishes from the staff and
pupils was presented to her by our Principal, Mrs Yap and the school’s Head Prefect,
Nicole Sim.
As one of the pioneer staff members, Mdm Norsiah had played a pivotal role in building
the school. The values and knowledge that she has imparted to all past and present
Fuchunians have nurtured them into concerned leaders and lifelong learners.

Mdm Norsiah holding on to the
memory book that was presented to
her on the stage.

We wish her the very best!

Bundles of Joy

“Hello! I am Xu Yan Er Shannon.
My mummy is Mrs Xu-Poh
Wan Yan.”

“Hello! I am Chew Yu Xin.
My mummy is Mdm Goh
Sock Cheng.”

“Hello! I am Joshua Wong Yunxin.
My mummy is Mrs Wong-Hun
Shiew Young.”

“Hello! I am Liam Francis Fernandez.
My mummy is Mrs Michelle
Fernandez.”

Welcome to our Fuchun Family!
Ms Kavitha d/o Divenaran
Ms Lee Hui Lun
Ms Soh Ming Yue

Mdm Noorhana Atiqah Binte AB R
Ms Lim Xin Jing

Ms Hazel Tan Tang Eng
Mdm Tan Meng Choo

Editorial Team
Advisors:
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Mrs Yap Dai Jee
(Principal)

Editors:
Mr Long Tien Ho
(VP/Admin)

Mrs Belinda Goh
(HOD/MA)

Mrs Chong
Wing Yi
(LH/CL)

Fuchun Values: Integrity – is truthful in words and actions; has the courage to stand up for what is right

